AURICULA’S GARDEN

2021 SPRING KAL

Well we’ve come to the last day of the Knit a long and it’s the first day of

Spring! I hope you have enjoyed knitting the patterns as much as I have enjoyed
writing all but one of them and putting it together. I’d love to see more of your
photos, even if you’ve just made one piece.

I’m going to knit a few more of them and give them has Easter gifts...who
wouldn’t want a bunch of carrots?!

The Spring word you sent me that I saved for the last day was my favourite of
them all. I think it was because I wasn’t expecting it and it just made me smile.

Apparently, Spring makes a friend of mine think of seeing her tortoise again. He
is 47 and goes very aptly by the name of ‘Tortoise’!

Strangely, I have four stories to tell about tortoises:
I have a wooden tortoise I have had since I was little. His head goes in and out
when he’s wheeled along and he has lived in every place I have.

I met two tortoises once when I visited my friend’s parents in Sunderland, Big
Boy and Little Boy.

I once stayed in a hotel overlooking a churchyard that had about 30 tortoises.

The villagers came with vegetables for them everyday. They couldn’t half sprint
when they heard the sound of a lettuce being taken out of a basket!

Last Summer I rescued a local tortoise as he was about to dive off a dry stone
wall in his bid for freedom. He tried it again the next day!

Day 21 - Tortoise
I used DK wool and size 3.5mm needles.
Head:

With brown wool Cast on 20 stitches and garter stitch (knit every row) 18 rows.
Cast off.

Fold in half vertically and mattress stitch the sides to form a cup (so the garter
stitch runs down the cup).

Stuff and run a gathering stitch round the opening, pull tight and fasten off.
Thread in end.
Shell:

With green wool cast on 20 stitches.
Stocking stitch 56 rows.
Cast off.

Fold in half right sides together so the cast on and cast off edges meet and pin.

Starting 1/2” in from the cast on)cast off tail point, back stitch an oval, stopping
1/2” in from the bottom corner.
Turn to right side.
Stuff.

Insert head into gap and slip stitch closed.

With green and white wool embroider eyes.
With brown wool back stitch the shell pattern.
Legs - make 4.

With green wool cast on 6 stitches.
Garter stitch 18 rows and cast off.

Fold cast on and cast off edges together and oversew the edge and the side.
Oversew open end to base of the shell.

With brown wool back stitch the shell pattern.
Think of a suitable name. Mine is called Sir Hides-a-lot.
Happy Spring everyone! 🐢
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